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Firma: Player Plus doo
Adresa: Svetogorska 9
Telefon: +381 11 3347 442
Fax: +381 11 3347 615
PIB: 106966344
E-mail: porudzbine@player.rs

Circuit: Digital
Bypass: Buffered Bypass
Audio: Mono
Power Supply: 9V battery included (optional 9.6VDC-200mA power adapter not included)
Dimensions (in): 9.92 x 4.25 x 3.0
Current Draw: 25mA
Year Released: 2017

This polyphonic powerhouse flawlessly transposes your pitch in two different directions over a +/- 3 octave 
range: transpose up, down or both, simultaneously! Staggering whammy effects and dive bombs, bends, 
harmonies, cross-fades between your dry and transposed sounds, cocked pitch shifting… this pedal does it 
all.

The 11-position Shift switch selects the maximum transposition starting with D (Detune), a shift of 17 cents 
that creates a chorus or doubling effect.

The Dual setting outputs two pitch-shifted signals. The first follows the Shift knob as if in UP mode. The 
second transposed signal depends on whether the Slammi Plus is set to Pitch or X-Fade.

In Pitch mode the secondary shifted signal bends at the same rate as the primary signal.

When in X-Fade mode, the secondary signal is set by the Pitch Mix knob and does not bend. The interval 
choices are in half-step increments up to +/-1 octave. The volume of the secondary signal decreases by 
sweeping the pedal from heel to toe.

Featuring a rugged, lightweight design with a traditional rack and pinion style operating mechanism, the 
EHX Slammi Plus is your ultimate polyphonic pitch shifter harmony pedal.

    Flawless, glitch-free transposing over a +/- three octave range
    Three shift modes: up, down and dual
    Dual pitch shifting mode where the Slammi Plus generates two separate pitch shift intervals 
simultaneously
    An X-Fade function where the pitch shift interval is fixed (does not bend) and the foot pedal cross-fades 
between your dry note and pitch shifted note or cross-fades from one pitch shifted interval to another
    Fully polyphonic all the time
    More flexibility in setting the heel position’s pitch shifted interval
    A Blend control that lets you fine tune the wet/dry mix
    Rugged, weight saving chassis with a traditional rack and pinion style operating mechanism
    9V battery included

Electro Harmonix Slammi Plus

Šifra: 18050
Kategorija prozivoda: Pedale
Proizvođač: Electro Harmonix

Cena: 19.080,00  rsd

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


